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one of the most common problems in most programming is the inability to reuse code. this becomes
a problem when you are creating similar applications in multiple platforms. infragistics.net allows
you to create reusable code and this reusable code is then compiled into the native code of the
targeted platform. this means that you can apply the same control to a web page, mobile app,
desktop app, or a web view, and it will always work properly. one of the biggest advantages of

infragistics.net is the vast array of controls and data-binding functionality that this framework offers.
the controls are set up with the concept of data-binding, and when you wire up controls to data, the
framework will automatically determine the data source, and display the data accordingly. this is a
very powerful and efficient way to get started with data-binding and also allows you to stay flexible
when building out your solutions. this video shows you how to wire up controls to data: since html
and xaml are markup languages, they are not compiled, which means that there is not.net code

behind. this means that when you design a ui, you need to be careful of how you lay out your
elements. also, html and xaml are fairly verbose, and using a lot of markup can make your ui look

unprofessional. infragistics.net provides the ability to bind controls to data, and this is accomplished
through markup in the ui. because the ui is written in markup, it is much cleaner and easier to

maintain. because the ui is compiled, it does not require very much time to change ui. this video
demonstrates how easy it is to create a ui using markup:
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this is an xml file, located in the
"licensemanager.xml" directory in
the same folder as the msi file that
you installed. if you do not find it,

you will need to ask your infragistics
support team for the license

assembly, if it has not been installed
at the time of the installation.

licenses should be installed, on the
machine where the product will be
used, in the program files directory,
with the infragistics directory name
preceding the license directory, and
the license should be installed as an

application, and not a dll. in this
example, the installer will look for a
file named licensemanager.xml in
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c:\program files\infragistics
etadvantage

2012\licensemanager.xml and if it
finds it, it will use the license key
listed inside. the serial number of

the file is stored in the
"assemblyinfo.cs" in the infragistics
directory, inside the msi file. if you

have installed netadvantage in a 64
bit process, the installer will look for
a file named "licensemanager.xml"

in the "c:\program files
(x86)\infragistics etadvantage

2012\licensemanager.xml" directory.
if it finds it, it will use the license key

listed inside. the serial number is
stored in the "assemblyinfo.cs" file

inside the infragistics directory,
inside the msi file. if you have

installed netadvantage in a 64 bit
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process, the installer will look for a
file named "licensemanager.xml" in

the "c:\program files
(x86)\infragistics etadvantage

2012\licensemanager.xml" directory.
if it finds it, it will use the license key

listed inside. while infragistics is
adding new types of controls in html
and xaml, which are optimized for
touch interfaces, and new data-
binding features, one of the best

things about infragistics is the ability
to use the same codebase for web,

mobile, and desktop. infragistics.net
is the only other cross-platform

framework that offers this kind of
flexibility. unlike in other

systems,.net code is compiled to
native machine code, so it's very

efficient and performs just like any
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other application. the major
difference between html and xaml
and.net, and how the controls are

rendered, is in how they are
designed. in the case of.net controls,

this is achieved by code-behind. if
you are using an xaml control, such

as the infragistics datagrid or
datagridview, you can see the code-
behind for that control in the xaml
markup. but what if you are using

html for the ui, which is a very
common scenario? the solution is to
use an html and css combo to create
your ui, as shown in this video demo:
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